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Abstract: In the change of deixis from Latin to Romance the contrast between classi-
cal and popular Latin usage was more important than other considerations. The
starting-point for description is the “origin of the deictic field”, or the “immediate
situation”, which accounts for the categories of deixis, i.e. personal pronouns, posses-
sives, demonstratives as well as spatial, temporal and modal deictic adverbs. The
diachronic stages taken into account are Latin, Vulgar Latin and Romance. The
central points are the reconstruction of the rise of the third person as the pivot of the
system of the personal pronouns and the demonstratives, the transition of anaphoric
to deictic use and the increase of periphrastic expressions which is interpreted as
typological change.
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0 Introduction

This article focuses on diachrony and the motivation of change in deixis as far as it
may be attested. It is not easy to base change in deixis on language contact (Meillet
1928, 161s., 234–238, 255s.) due to the lack of evidence from the languages prior to and
at the moment of their first contact with Latin, apart from the contact with Greek,
which formed Latin culture and is also reflected in the translation of the New
Testament (Abel 1971; cf. Sornicola 2011, 295–298). We can however claim that the
contrast between classical and popular usage was more relevant than the languages
in contact, because the inhabitants of the provinces learnt an already finished sub-
standard Latin (Meillet 1928, 238; Wüest 1994, 42) over a long period of time.

Latin, Vulgar Latin and Romance are not really three chronological stages. Latin
and Vulgar Latin are one language with differences in written and spoken usage,
formal and informal registers, high and low varieties. Important changes had oc-
curred in spoken language before the period we call Classical Latin, i.e. the Late
Republic and the principate of Augustus. These changes ensued in popular speech
parallel to the history of the written language and had retroactive effects on the
written language as long as the Romance Languages had no writing system.

Thus, Vulgar Latin is taken to be the manifestation of popular usage contempor-
ary with and subsequent to the standardization of Latin.



As to the state of the literature on the topic, the problems of general evolution of
Latin are settled, but many relevant documents have not yet been studied, and the
details of non-attested spoken varieties await further clarification. In this sense,
research on deixis is still going on vigorously, and diachrony is not the least reward-
ing field.

I will sketch the theoretical framework of my contribution and fix my terminologi-
cal conventions. I distinguish language in general (Fr. langage), the particular lan-
guages (Fr. langue) and discourse or speech (Fr. parole, discours).

Semantically, language in general is the area of denotation, the particular lan-
guages have different meanings (signifiés) and discourse is characterized by discourse
meanings. In treating deixis, we have the option to focus on denotation, signifiés or
discourse meanings.

The linguistic conceptualizations that follow from this premise may be very
different. The main one is based on discourse meaning and was proposed in Bühler’s
field theory. This theory (11934; 2011) will be applied in the form further developed by
Coseriu (1955–1956; 2001) and in additional adjustments I proposed in order to
account for the meanings in synchrony (J. Lüdtke 2011). The ordinary English usage
of “situation” and “context” does not discriminate all contextual meanings. The
fundamental field is Bühler’s “origo of the deictic field” or Coseriu’s “immediate
situation”, which implies the utterance act of a speaker and constitutes a space and a
time when he or she says I, here and now (Coseriu 2001, 56). The immediate situation
is a sufficient motivation for comprising the different deictic paradigms in one
system. Thus, the grammatical tradition is not arbitrary, but reflects fundamental
linguistic facts. When the deictic field is reported in a discourse context, it is
converted into a “mediate situation”, Bühler’s “symbolic field”, in which the first and
second persons are shifted to the third person, ‘here’ to ‘there’ and ‘now’ to ‘then’.
Generally, the discourse context or the text are the fields in which anaphoras and
cataphoras appear (↗30 Discourse Deixis), both classed as endophoric uses when
they are opposed globally to exophoric uses (Halliday/Hasan 1976, 33), i.e. to the
immediate situation.

The adjective “deictic” is employed in the literature to refer first of all to what I
called immediate situation, and to the relation between a set of particular meanings
without recognizing a (debatable) fundamental meaning, which is that of ‘showing’ a
thing, a person or an event in an immediate situation, a social space (Jungbluth 2005,
31s.), a discourse context, a text or a universe of discourse. It is not necessary to
describe the different coexisting deictic uses as transfers from the reference to the
immediate situation to other deictic fields (cf. ibid., 30–35).

Deixis is conveyed by two very different types of expression, i.e. by the endings
of person and tense in the flexions of the finite verb, and these as well as all the other
deictic categories by means of grammatical words or phrases. I cannot consider the
interaction of person and tense as verbal categories together with the deictic cate-
gories treated here. However, we should be aware of the fact that both kinds of
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categories are called deictic and refer to similar fields, but function in a different way.
To this end, I will account for the following deictic paradigms: the categories of deixis
are person, which is expressed in personal pronouns, and – dependent on them –
possessives and demonstratives; space and time, which are verbalized in the corre-
sponding adverbs; we have to add modal deixis and motion verbs which will be
alluded to only now and then. In the paradigm of personal pronouns and in the
demonstratives, both speaker and hearer may be united in a dyad (Jungbluth 2005,
6), which is either opposed to a non-person in the system of personal pronouns
(Benveniste 1966) or to a distal use in the demonstratives. As to the latter, there is no
need to decide between the alternatives discussed in the literature, a person or a
distance-oriented system and concentration on speaker or hearer, since exophoric
uses are based on the immediate situation of speaking, in which person has priority
over space, time and other deictic elements. A discussion as to the problem whether
the three-term demonstrative system of Latin developed to a two-term system in
Vulgar Latin, whether it was recreated in the history of the Romance Languages, or
whether the Latin system was maintained in some of them, would be fitting at this
point. We will take into account the basic terms in spatial, temporal and modal
deixis, the only ones which had a chance of being maintained in the Romance
Languages.

Due to the fact that the knowledge of a language precedes the use of deictics in an
immediate situation, and that the main differences between Classical Latin, Vulgar
Latin and Romance are given in the semantic structure, this latter domain will be
stressed here, since personal pronouns and possessives, the signifiés of the demon-
stratives as well as other types of deixis correlate to each other to a certain extent.
However, research will have to account for semantic change by supporting its conclu-
sions on the evidence of discourse meanings.

Although the formal and semantic changes of deictics have their roots in Latin,
the ultimate outcome was a typological change in the Romance Languages. Romance
evidence is taken first and foremost from Italian, Romanian, Spanish and Portuguese,
but secondarily also from French, Occitan, Catalan, Galician and Sardinian (Logudor-
ese) whenever comparison contributes to illustrate the extent of convergent or diver-
gent changes. I should make clear that I cannot claim at all to register every form that
belongs to Latin and Romance deixis.

1 Latin

There is a wide variety of alternative forms and spellings in the history of Latin which
cannot be given here.
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1.1 Personal pronouns

Latin expresses person and time primarily by the categories of person and tense in the
verb system, e.g. canto ‘I sing’. We will not take account of them.

Classical Latin used the first and second persons of the personal pronouns, EGOEGO,,
TUTU,, NOSNOS and VOSVOS,, for emphasis, the only ones to appear in the immediate situation. The
marking of the nominal categories is restricted to case and number, there is no need
to mark gender. The nominative was accented, the other cases lacked the morphologi-
cal distinction between accented and clitic forms. In the following table, the forms of
the persons can be read from left to right and the cases from top to bottom:

singular plural third person reflexive
nominative EGOEGO ‘I’‘I’ TUTU ‘‘you’’ NOSNOS ‘‘we’’ VOSVOS ‘‘you’
accusative MEME TETE NOSNOS VOSVOS SESE ‘himself, etc.
genitive MEIMEI    TUITUI NOSTRINOSTRI// VESTRIVESTRI// SUISUI

nostrum vestrum
dative MIHIMIHI   TIBITIBI NOBISNOBIS  VOBISVOBIS SIBISIBI

ablative MEME TETE NOBISNOBIS  VOBISVOBIS SESE

Latin did not have a third person pronoun, an apparent deficiency that was partially
made up for in the oblique cases by the third person reflexive and in anaphoric use by
ISIS,, EAEA,, IDID ‘this, that’. ILLEILLE ‘that’ was emphatic and IPSEIPSE even more emphatic as well as
exclusive. Quantitatively, the use of demonstratives in this syntactic function in-
creased in post-classical Latin.

Personal pronouns could be emphasized paradigmatically in all cases, with the
exception of the genitive plural, by the suffix -METMET,, cf. EGOMETEGOMET ‘‘I myself’’, and syntag-
matically by IPSEIPSE or by both, cf. MEMETMEMET IPSUMIPSUM.

1.2 Possessive adjectives and pronouns

The possessives are personal pronouns transposed into adjectives. Therefore, their
meanings are similar and not restricted to ‘possession’. MEUSMEUS ‘my’ corresponds to EGOEGO,,
TUUSTUUS ‘your’ to TUTU,, NOSTERNOSTER,, NOSTRANOSTRA,, NOSTRINOSTRI//NOSTRUMNOSTRUM ‘our’ to NOSNOS and VESTERVESTER,, VESTRAVESTRA,,
VESTRIVESTRI//VESTRUMVESTRUM ‘your, plural’’ to VOSVOS.. SUUSSUUS ‘his, her, their’ is only reflexive, in corre-
spondence to the oblique cases SUISUI,, SIBISIBI,, SESE.. Otherwise, the genitive of ISIS is used, as in
non-reflexive FILIIFILII EORUMEORUM ‘their sons’ vs. reflexive FILIIFILII SUISUI ‘their own sons’. These
adjectives may be converted to nouns, e.g. in the pronouns MEIMEI pl. ‘my people’,, MEUMMEUM

‘mine’, TUATUA pl. ‘yours, plural’,, SUUMSUUM ‘his, her, their own’. Identity suffixes for posses-
sive pronouns were -PTEPTE und --METMET, cf. MEAPTEMEAPTE,, MEAMETMEAMET.
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1.3 Demonstrative adjectives and pronouns

The demonstratives formed a three-term system and were used as adjectives and
nouns; they were marked for case, number and gender. The basic opposition was
between HICHIC,, ISTEISTE,, ILLEILLE and anaphoric ISIS.. The declension did not correspond with the
current nominal endings, for the genitive singular was -IUSIUS in all genders, the dative
had several forms, and the ending of the neuter nominative and accusative was final
-DD.. The demonstratives seem to have been accented in exophoric and unaccented in
endophoric usage. Even if there was an affinity between HICHIC and the first person, ISTEISTE

and the second person, ILLEILLE and the third person, the border separating the semantic
domains is far from being clear-cut (Sornicola 2011, 222). My semantic interpretation is
based on the discourse meanings indicated by the OLD.

HICHIC ‘this’ refers to the space near the speaker.

singular plural
nominative HICHIC HAECHAEC HOCHOC HIHI HAEHAE HAECHAEC

accusative HUNCHUNC HANCHANC HOCHOC HOSHOS HASHAS HAECHAEC

genitive HUIUSHUIUS HORUMHORUM HARUMHARUM HORUMHORUM

dative HUICHUIC HISHIS

ablative HOCHOC HACHAC HOCHOC HISHIS

The most usual types of discourse meaning already had appeared in Latin and are
given here in order to exemplify them. HICHIC indicated the reference to the speaker or
writer in an immediate situation, to a person in a particular occasional field, in the
field of anything visible, of the world the speaker knows or lives in, enlarging these
fields to the place, time or events, present, immediately preceding or ensuing. HICHIC may
also refer to a discourse context that has just been mentioned or that follows immedi-
ately, i.e. when it is used as anaphora or cataphora.

In opposition to the other demonstratives ISTEISTE ‘that’ marks either a person, thing
or event in a space nearer the hearer or addressee or the communicative space
including both interlocutors.

singular plural
nominative ISTEISTE ISTAISTA ISTUDISTUD ISTIISTI ISTAEISTAE ISTAISTA

accusative ISTUMISTUM ISTAMISTAM ISTUDISTUD ISTOSISTOS ISTASISTAS ISTAISTA

genitive ISTIUSISTIUS ISTORUMISTORUM ISTORUMISTORUM ISTARUMISTARUM

dative ISTIISTI ISTISISTIS

ablative ISTOISTO ISTAISTA ISTOISTO ISTISISTIS

ISTEISTE belongs especially, but not exclusively to the domain of the addressee in an
immediate situation, to persons or things merely presented in his or her mind or to the
discourse context of the hearer.

ILLEILLE ‘that’ refers to the space beyond the proximity to speaker and hearer.
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singular plural
nominative ILLEILLE ILLAILLA ILLUDILLUD ILLIILLI ILLAEILLAE ILLAILLA

accusative ILLUMILLUM ILLAMILLAM ILLUDILLUD ILLOSILLOS ILLASILLAS ILLAILLA

genitive ILLIUSILLIUS ILLORUMILLORUM ILLARUMILLARUM  ILLORUMILLORUM

dative ILLIILLI

ablative ILLOILLO ILLAILLA ILLOILLO   ILLISILLIS

ILLEILLE denotes a person or thing a speaker indicates from an immediate situation, that
belongs to the world the speaker or the hearer knows or to the discourse context that
has just been mentioned or follows.

The demonstratives had emphatic paradigmatic forms as in the case of HICEHICE, but
the emphasis was expressed normally by syntagmatic determinations as in HICHIC ++ IPSEIPSE,,
ILLEILLE,, ISTEISTE,, TALISTALIS;; QUIDAMQUIDAM ++ HICHIC;; ISTEISTE ++ IPSEIPSE,, TUUSTUUS;; ILLEILLE ++ QUIDEMQUIDEM,, IPSEIPSE..

The anaphoric/cataphoric pronoun is represented by ISIS, ‘this’, ‘that’.

singular plural
nominative ISIS EAEA IDID IIII EAEEAE EAEA

accusative EUMEUM EAMEAM IDID EOSEOS EASEAS EAEA

genitive EIUSEIUS EORUMEORUM EARUMEARUM EORUMEORUM

dative EIEI IISIIS

ablative EOCEOC EAEA EOCEOC IISIIS

As an endophoric pronoun, it referred cataphorically to a person or thing previously
mentioned or implied. Typically, it was followed by relative or other clauses constitut-
ing its discourse context.

IDEMIDEM and IPSEIPSE.. With regard to the later developments, the inventory is not com-
plete without the identity pronoun IDEMIDEM and the emphatic pronoun IPSEIPSE.. In Classical
Latin IDEMIDEM ‘the same’ expressed comparative identity (‘x is identical to y’) and IPSEIPSE

‘himself, etc.’ exclusiveness (Romoth 1990, 5). Adjectival IDEMIDEM could precede or follow
the noun it belonged to without any semantic difference.

singular plural
nom. IDEMIDEM EADEMEADEM IDEMIDEM IIDEMIIDEM EAEDEMEAEDEM EADEMEADEM

acc. EUNDEMEUNDEM EANDEMEANDEM IDEMIDEM EOSDEMEOSDEM EASDEMEASDEM EADEMEADEM

gen. EIUSDEMEIUSDEM EORUNDEMEORUNDEM EARUNDEMEARUNDEM  EORUNDEMEORUNDEM

dat. EIDEMEIDEM EISDEMEISDEM

abl. EODEMEODEM EADEMEADEM EODEMEODEM EISDEMEISDEM

Adjectival IPSEIPSE was used in the same position as IDEMIDEM: it followed when it was joined
to other pronouns.

singular plural
nominative IPSEIPSE IPSAIPSA IPSUDIPSUD IPSIIPSI IPSAEIPSAE IPSAIPSA

accusative ISPUMISPUM IPSAMIPSAM IPSUDIPSUD IPSOSIPSOS IPSASIPSAS IPSAIPSA

genitive IPSIUSIPSIUS IPSORUMIPSORUM IPSARUMIPSARUM IPSORUMIPSORUM
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dative IPSIIPSI IPSISIPSIS

ablative IPSOIPSO IPSAIPSA IPSOIPSO IPSISIPSIS

The meanings of IPSEIPSE are centred on two clusters, namely exclusiveness and empha-
sis, i.e. ‘himself, herself, itself, oneself, etc.’ as opposed to others, on the one hand,
and reinforcement of a reflexive or possessive pronoun, ‘in person’, ‘the actual’,
‘himself, etc., in addition to others’, ‘by himself, etc.’, ‘this or that very’, which
emphasize identity, on the other hand. Additional distinctions are expressed by
means of paradigmatic reinforcement in IPSEMETIPSEMET and the syntagmatic procedures
quoted in the section on demonstratives (cf. OLD, s.v.; Romoth 1990, 36–40).

It is clear that the dyadic space of the first and second person pronouns interacted
with a correlative demonstrative system, otherwise it would be difficult to explain
how the demonstrative pronoun ILLEILLE and the identity pronoun IPSEIPSE finally took the
function of a third person pronoun. Thus ILLEILLE was reserved for distal use, whereas the
difference between ISTEISTE and HICHIC in proximal use is controversial.

According to H. Lüdtke (22009, 128s.), the meaning of ISTEISTE was primarily proximal,
as opposed to distal ILLEILLE; the reference to the second person (TUTU) and the correspond-
ing pejorative connotations were secondary. Before the second century AA..DD.,., ISTEISTE had
become less frequent in literary usage and more emphatic than HICHIC,, the unmarked
form.

In spoken or non-literary language, demonstratives could be combined with ECCEECCE

‘see! look!’, a particle attested in archaic writers. It is predominant in classical, post-
classical, Christian and late writers. Semantically similar ECCUMECCUM prevails in Plautus
and Terence, but appears sporadically in later periods of the history of Latin (Sornico-
la 2011, 276s.) and manifests traces of declension in ECCUMECCUM,, ECCOSECCOS,, ECCAMECCAM,, ECCASECCAS,, ECCAECCA..
The function of ECCEECCE may be assimilated to that of an adverb, that of ECCUMECCUM to a
pronoun; both are construed with the nominative or the accusative (ibid., 278s.). As to
their meaning, however, they were finally used as if they were indeclinable deictic
verbs.

ECCEECCE//ECCUMECCUM was introduced as a demonstrative particle and established an oppo-
sition between distal ILLEILLE and emphatic distal ECCEECCE ILLEILLE. As early as Plautus, the non-
attested syntagmatic expression ECCEECCE ILLEILLE,, which may have been initially a periphra-
sis, coalesced in a grammaticalized form, ECCILLEECCILLE ‘that over there’, losing its emphatic
meaning in the process. On the other hand, ECCUMECCUM still formed syntagmatic construc-
tions in Plautus, e.g. in ECCUMECCUM IPSUMIPSUM ((Sornicola 2011, 272),), where ECCUMECCUM is employed to
attract attention. The second element in ECCILLEECCILLE establishes a specific exophoric or in
ECCUMECCUM IPSUMIPSUM an endophoric relationship, i.e. the reinforcement of the identity of an
element with something aforementioned. Similarly, we will observe the frequent
spread of periphrases in the transition from Latin to Vulgar Latin and from Vulgar
Latin to Romance which continues up to the present time.
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1.4 Deictic adverbs and other correlative expressions

A striking feature of Latin is the system of correlative deictic adverbs. It stresses
morphological relationships in the paradigms which may be illustrated by local UBIUBI

‘where?’–– IBIIBI ‘there’ –– ALICUBIALICUBI ‘elsewhere’, temporal CUMCUM ‘when’ –– TUMTUM ‘then’, NUNCNUNC

‘now’ –– TUNCTUNC ‘then’ and modal TAMTAM ‘so’ –– QUAMQUAM ‘how?’. This system disappeared in a
long process of erosion.

1.4.1 Spatial deixis

Spatial deixis is dealt with at this point because the basic forms are adverbs that are
derived from demonstrative pronouns; they are fossilized cases. The demonstratives
correlate to the spatial adverbs and manifest the same oppositions, i.e. the space near
the speaker, the space near the addressee and the space beyond both of them. One is
used as a purely anaphoric adverb and another one expresses local identity. In
addition, there is a transverse connexion between this set of oppositions and motion
verbs, the syntactic functions implying ±motion, and lastly, the correlative non-deictic
interrogative and relative adverbs.

The spatial adverbs form correlative paradigms which include the interrogative
adverbs:

UBIUBI ‘where?’ QUOQUO ‘whither?’ UNDEUNDE ‘whence?’ QUAQUA ‘along where?’
HICHIC ‘here’ HUCHUC ‘hither’ HINCHINC ‘hence’ HACHAC ‘by this way’
ISTICISTIC ‘there by you’ ISTOCISTOC//ISTUCISTUC ‘to or ISTINCISTINC ‘from the place ISTACISTAC ‘by that route’

towards the place you are in’
where you are’

ILLICILLIC ‘at that place’ ILLOCILLOC//ILLUCILLUC ‘to that ILLINCILLINC ‘‘from that ILLACILLAC ‘by that way’
place, thither’ place, from there’’

IBIIBI ‘(in)to that place’ EOEO ‘to that place, INDEINDE ‘from that place’ EAEA ‘along that path’
thither’

IBIDEMIBIDEM ‘(in)to that EODEMEODEM ‘to the same EADEMEADEM ‘by that same
place, just there’ place’ route’

These adverbs are further specified by motion verbs as in “INDEINDE abeo, exeo, insurgo,
revertor” ‘to leave, rise, return form here’ and by prepositions as in “HUCHUC ex Asia
decedo” ‘to come here from Asia’.

1.4.2 Temporal deixis

NUNCNUNC ‘now’ denotes the moment of speaking or writing in an immediate situation, TUMTUM,,
TUNCTUNC ‘then’ both the moment before or after an immediate situation. NUNCNUNC meaning
‘nowadays’ and TUNCTUNC ‘at that time’ could refer to a wider situational field. These
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adverbs disappeared in Vulgar Latin. The reference to the days was better established
than the inclusion of the immediate situation with HODIEHODIE ‘today’, HERIHERI ‘yesterday’ and
to a certain extent CRASCRAS ‘tomorrow’.

The phrases NUDIUSNUDIUS TERTIUSTERTIUS ‘the day before yesterday’ and PERENDIEPERENDIE ‘the day
after tomorrow’ show that these and similar expressions were less frequent, since
they do not continue in the Romance Languages. When HODIEHODIE was transposed to a
discourse context, ‘the day before’ was expressed by PRIDIEPRIDIE and ‘the day after’ by
POSTRIDIEPOSTRIDIE..

1.4.3 Modal deixis and other forms of deixis

SICSIC ‘so, thus’ has exophoric and endophoric uses, correlative ITAITA and UTUT only endopho-
ric ones. TAMTAM ‘so, as’ is a comparative demonstrative particle used with adjectives and
adverbs in correlation with QUAMQUAM ‘how?’. These particles are implied in TALISTALIS ‘of such
character or kind’ – QUALISQUALIS ‘of what kind or quality?’;; TANTUSTANTUS ‘so great’ – QUANTUSQUANTUS ‘how
great?’,, TANTUSDEMTANTUSDEM ‘‘just as great, as much, etc.’ Indeclinable correlative adjectives are
TOTTOT ‘that, so many’ – QUOTQUOT ‘howmany?’.

2 Vulgar Latin

Latinists and Romanists extrapolate their evidence from different linguistic facts, the
former analyse a wide range of mainly Classical Latin texts, the latter make use of the
material offered by ‘Vulgar’ Latin texts and the history of the Romance Languages.
Both coincide only partially in their evidence and conclusions.

The changes from Classical to Vulgar Latin are more conspicuous in the nominal
than in the verbal system and have consequences for the adverbs as well.

I did not unify the forms of the etyma and point out minor inconsistencies,
because that would have made necessary the discussion of diachronic phonology.

The great etymological dictionaries are taken for granted and are not listed in the
references.

2.1 Personal pronouns

Only some major changes can be mentioned here. The datives and ablatives NOBISNOBIS and
VOBISVOBIS were replaced by the accusatives NOSNOS and VOSVOS.. The datives MIHIMIHI and TIBITIBI

contracted to tonic MIMI and TITI or were substituted by ADAD MEME,, TETE,, NOSNOS,, VOSVOS,, and
analogically the genitives by DEDE MEME,, TETE,, NOSNOS,, VOSVOS.. The personal pronouns merged with
the preposition CUMCUM into MECUMMECUM ‘with me’,, TECUMTECUM,, NOBISCUMNOBISCUM and VOBISCUMVOBISCUM,, and the two
aforementioned compound pronouns were replaced by *NOSCUMNOSCUM,, VOSCUMVOSCUM, today only
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retained in Pt. connosco ‘with us’ and convosco ‘with you (pl.)’ (↗11 European
Portuguese). The reduced system, which is the outcome of these changes, developed
different series of forms depending on whether they carried the accent or not and
whether they were free or bound forms.

The pivot of the system is the rise of the third person. All the demonstratives could
be used in this function in the standard language, but preference was given to ILLEILLE..
However, the specific changes that finally led to the modern Romance personal
pronouns are better explained in the context of the restructuring of the demonstra-
tives (2.3.), since ISIS was substituted by other demonstratives and IDEMIDEM by IPSEIPSE.

The adverbs INDEINDE and IBIIBI took the meaning of personal pronouns which started
from the discourse meanings ‘from that person, place or thing’ and ‘in the company of
that person’.

2.2 Possessive adjectives and pronouns

The most important innovation is the extension of reflexive SUUSSUUS to a non-reflexive
function of the third person: SUUSSUUS FILIUSFILIUS ‘his, her, their own son’ also took the meaning
‘his, her, their son’, when referring to another person’s son without any distinction of
gender and number. The ambiguity implied in the new meaning could be compen-
sated by the genitive plural of the third person demonstrative ILLORUMILLORUM ‘of them, their’
in Late Latin and was conserved in Gallo-Romance, Catalan, Romansh, standard
Italian and Romanian. VESTERVESTER did not persist in Romance, but was probably replaced
by analogical, and already archaic, VOSTERVOSTER.. The atonic forms MUSMUS,, MIMI,, MUMMUM,, MAMA,, TUSTUS,,
etc. appeared side by side with tonic MEUSMEUS,, MEIMEI,, MEUMMEUM,, MEAMEA,, TUUSTUUS,, etc. in early non-
standard and Vulgar Latin. Both types were to be preserved in Romance, but with
divergent functions.

2.3 Demonstrative adjectives and pronouns

There are four major changes in the transition from Classical to Late Latin: the loss of
the endophoric pronouns ISIS EAEA IDID and IDEMIDEM EADEMEADEM IDEMIDEM,, of the demonstrative HICHIC HAECHAEC

HOCHOC, the emergence of IPSEIPSE IPSAIPSA IPSUDIPSUD as a demonstrative pronoun and the develop-
ment of syntagmatic determinations.

These transformations are interrelated, and can only partially be accounted for by
any separate treatment which necessarily deals with the subject in a linear discourse.

According to Wüest (1994, 46), who deduced his conclusion from the comparative
study of the Romance Languages, it is impossible to decide whether the three-term
system was Proto-Romance or followed a two-term system. On the contrary, other
scholars conclude that the written evidence of Vulgar Latin supports the hypothesis
that the three-term system in Latin was reduced to a two-term system in Vulgar Latin
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(Bork 1998, 81; H. Lüdtke 22009; Manoliu 2011), and subsequently developed new
three-term systems.

Owing to a lack of space, the formal analogical changes in the paradigms will not
be discussed. There are various preconditions for the internal changes of the demon-
strative system: the general increase of explicit subjects with verbs in the third person
in Late Latin texts (Herman 2006), which will not be considered here, the elimination
of ISIS,, IDEMIDEM and HICHIC in spontaneous language, the replacement of HICHIC by ISTEISTE (Abel 1971,
69–90, 205, in the Latin of the Bible) or by the reinforced syntagmatic forms ECCEECCE--ISTEISTE

or ECCUECCU--ISTEISTE and the semantic change of IPSEIPSE in its shifting to anaphoric discourse
reference (H. Lüdtke 22009, 138–149).

The ‘non-specific’ use of HICHIC,, HOCHOC in Classical Latin was replaced by ISTEISTE as a
specific proximal demonstrative in a first phase, after that ILLEILLE was used as a non-
specific demonstrative in a second phase. Thus, the use of short forms decreased even
in IDID ESTEST and ADAD IDID,, which were replaced by HOCHOC ESTEST and ADAD HOCHOC,, followed by the other
forms of this anaphoric pronoun, then leading to the elimination of ISIS EAEA IDID and HICHIC

HAECHAEC HOCHOC in proximal language. Only the neuter HOCHOC was retained in the argumentative
or adversative adverbial PERPER//PROPRO//**PORPOR HOCHOC,, where it was not in opposition to ISTEISTE or
ILLEILLE,, and was grammaticalized to an adverb or a conjunction, as in It. però and other
languages (Hölker 2010), and in ECCEECCE HOCHOC >> It. ciò where IPSUIPSU((MM)) alone or IPSUIPSU((MM))//IPSOIPSO

may be assumed as an alternative basis (Sornicola 2011, 298–301). The other forms of
the paradigms of ISIS and HICHIC were replaced by ILLEILLE or IPSEIPSE in different geographical
areas. The gradual elimination of pronominal anaphoric ISIS led to the replacement at
first by HICHIC – as shown by the Romance adjectival survivals HOCHOC ANNOANNO ‘this year’,, HAHA((CC))
HORAHORA ‘this hour’ –– and later by ILLEILLE ILLAILLA ILLUDILLUD.. As a parallel, adjectival cataphoric ISIS

as in ISIS HOMOHOMO QUIQUI ‘that man who’ was likewise substituted by ILLEILLE in ILLEILLE HOMOHOMO QUIQUI. The
pronominal form ILLEILLE inherited the function of ISIS and resulted in the emergence of the
personal pronoun of the third person, i.e. It. egli, ella, Sp. él, ella, ello, and the
adjectival forms originated the definite article, i.e. It. il/lo, la, Sp. el, la, lo. The next
stage was the replacement of HICHIC by ISTEISTE in proximal use by the end of the second
century; this change is attested by the more frequent use of ISTEISTE in the Vetus Latina
and in the Christian writer Tertullian (ca. 160–220).

A parallel change in distal use was the semantic change of IPSEIPSE which became a
medial deictic, i.e. it either neutralized the opposition ‘proximity’/‘distance’ or re-
ferred to the second person in opposition to the first and the third person, resulting in
the following structure:

first person second person third person
ISTEISTE ISTAISTA ISTUDISTUD IPSEIPSE IPSAIPSA IPSUDIPSUD ILLEILLE ILLAILLA ILLUDILLUD

The difference between the identity pronoun and adjective IPSEIPSE (‘this is an x’) and the
equality pronoun and adjective IDEMIDEM (‘a and b are the same’) (Romoth 1990, 5) was
eliminated and IPSEIPSE acquired the anaphoric meanings ‘x itself’ – ‘even x’ – ‘only x’ –
‘the x in question’ – ‘the aforementioned x’ (cf. Selig 1992, 153–160; Sornicola 2008;
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2011, 287–292). The further semantic evolution of IPSEIPSE is explained by the distinction
of two kinds of anaphora introduced in Imperial Latin. IPSEIPSE,, replacing ISIS, became
obligatory in cases of a second mention, for instance in the author of the Itinerarium
Egeriae or Aetheriae, which dates approximately from the end of the fourth century;
thus, after introducing “montem Dei”, the ‘mountain of God’ or Sinai, the author
refers to it immediately after by “ipsum montem” (V, 12) ‘this mountain’. Alterna-
tively, the anaphoric relationship was also established by an abstract noun; the
Itinerarium offers “ut perexiremus montes ipsos” (IV, 5), ‘that we pass through those
mountains’, which are simply called “ipsa parte”, ‘that part’, in the next line. In this
way, the distinction of two types of anaphora was created: a lexical and a semantic
one.

The fundamental explanation of how the transition of an anaphoric to a deictic
use came about is given by Teyssier (1981) and H. Lüdtke (22009, 139–142): the speaker
may use for instance Pt. esse ‘that’ as a deictic when his or her interlocutor had
mentioned an object before to which he or she had referred to by anaphoric esse.
Thus, H. Lüdtke distinguishes the anaphora of two different noun phrases by HICHIC (or
later on ISTEISTE) and ILLEILLE,, on the one hand, and the anaphora of one noun phrase by
means of the neutral anaphoric IPSEIPSE. Thereupon both employments were transferred
to the dialogue.

This is the origin of the restoration of a three-term system in post-Classical Latin,
comprising a structure with two stages of intensity, an emphatic and a very emphatic
term. Thus, we have to add to ISTEISTE IPSEIPSE ILLEILLE the very emphatic extensions by means of
ECCEECCE//ECCUECCU((MM).). The introduction of IPSEIPSE into the two-term system of ISTEISTE and emphatic
ECCEECCE//ECCUECCU--ISTEISTE vs. ILLEILLE and ECCEECCE//ECCUECCU--ILLEILLE produced two formal innovations: the crea-
tion of the very emphatic form and the analogical change of the neuter IPSUMIPSUM to IPSUDIPSUD..
We have to bear inmind that the type ECCEECCE-- is limited to French and in part to Occitan.

IPSUDIPSUD is attested in Late Latin (↗4.1 Varieties in Italy 1), the emphatic forms in
Romance, e.g. in Valencian (↗8 Catalan; ↗24 Language Change and Language Con-
tact), in Corsican, in southern Italian and Ligurian dialects (↗4.1 Varieties in Italy 1),
in Tuscan and, in a selection of both emphatic and non-emphatic forms, in Pt. este
esse aquele and Sp. este ese aquel (↗9 European Spanish; ↗11 European Portuguese;
↗0 Introduction).

Then, the long forms ISTEISTE vs. ILLEILLE took the place of IPSEIPSE, losing the feature
‘emphatic’. The former very emphatic overlong demonstratives ECCEECCE--ISTEISTE or ECCUECCU--ISTEISTE

vs. ECCEECCE--ILLEILLE or ECCUECCU--ILLEILLE became simple emphatic forms. This system did not spread
to Romanian (↗1 Romanian), parts of northern Italy (↗3 Italian;↗4.2 Varieties in Italy
2: Alpine Varieties; ↗5 Ladin), Graubünden in Switzerland and France (↗6 French);
accordingly, the two-term system is a preservation of a former development stage
there. IPSEIPSE either disappeared or became a honorific personal pronoun as in Rom.
dânsul ‘he’ or simply a personal pronoun as in It. esso ‘he’.

The greatest innovation is the emergence of polyfunctional ILLEILLE as a third person
pronoun, which established a new opposition to the former emphatic pronoun IPSEIPSE as
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a demonstrative. ILLEILLE was also a nominal determinant later to become an article in
Romance, in competition with the results of IPSEIPSE in some parts of Romania. A strong
argument in favour of the anaphoric origin of deictic IPSEIPSE is the emergence of the
definite article in Sardinian (↗2 Sardinian) and some dialects of Catalan.

2.4 The identity pronoun

After an initial phase of confusion of IDEMIDEM and IPSEIPSE the latter prevailed (Romoth 1990,
43–46, 56). Combinations of demonstratives with IPSEIPSE proliferated, among which
ISTUMISTUM IPSUMIPSUM is continued in It. stesso ‘himself’ and lo stesso ‘the same’.

The most widespread form was recreated by the reanalysis of the emphatic
accusative of the reflexive pronoun followed by the superlative of IPSEIPSE as in SESE--METMET

IPSIMUMIPSIMUM into SESE METMET--IPSIMOIPSIMO--, which is the basis of It. medesimo, Fr. même, Gal. Pt.
mesmo, Sp. mismo. A similar reanalysis explains METIPSUMMETIPSUM >> Occ. medeis, mezeis and
reinforced *METTIPSUMMETTIPSUM >> Cat.mateix, Occ.meteis (Romoth 1990, 53–56).

2.4.1 Spatial deixis

Vulgar Latin IBIIBI took also the meaning of EOEO,, in the same way as interrogative UBIUBI did
that of QUOQUO,, whereas both UBIUBI and UNDEUNDE could express permanence in a place and
motion, and conserved only the paradigmatic forms HICHIC ‘here’ and ILLACILLAC ‘there’. The
difference of ±motion disappeared and was transferred to the motion verbs. But the
expression of motion is so infrequent in the Romance Languages that it is difficult to
find good equivalents as may be shown by the examples “hic” ‘here’, “huc” ‘hither’,
“illic” ‘at that place’ and “illuc” ‘thither’ taken from Plautus and their translations
into French and Spanish:

Lat. “nam hic apud nos nihil est aliud quaesti furibus” (Aulularia 83);
Engl. ‘Because here at our place there’s nothing else to be gained for thieves’;
Fr. ‘Qu’est-ce que les voleurs pourraient y [literally: ici chez nous] gagner d’autre’;
Sp. ‘Pues aquí no hay otra cosa de ganancia para los ladrones’.

Lat. “hinc ego et huc et illuc potero quid agant arbitrarier” (Aulularia 607);
Engl. ‘From here I’ll be able to observe in this direction as well as thatwhat they’re doing’;
Fr. ‘De là, je pourrai épier tout ce qu’onmanigance d’un côté comme de l’autre’;
Sp. ‘Desde aquí podré observar lo que hacen aquí y allí’.

The increase of periphrastic or syntagmatic expressions in nominal syntax is an
important typological change which evolves to become what Coseriu (1988) called the
“typological principle of the Romance languages”. This change took place mostly in
Vulgar Latin. Both Vulgar Latin and Romance, with the exception of French, have a
basic distinction between “non-actual”, “non-relational” or “internal” functions like
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gender and number, and “actual”, “relational” or “external” functions like case in the
noun or comparison in the adjective. The innovations in which periphrases appear
finally establish the typological principle: internal determinations are expressed by
means of paradigmatic distinctions as in HICHIC + -+ -CECE ‘here’, ILLACILLAC ‘there’ and external
determinations by syntagmatic procedures as in ECCEECCE//ECCUMECCUM//**ACCEACCE//**ACCUMACCUM ++ HICHIC,, ACAC//
ADAD ++ HICHIC and prepositions followed by adjectival demonstratives and nouns, for
instance DEDE ILLOILLO LOCOLOCO ‘from that place’. The evidence is mostly Romance and normally
shows merged forms. The meaning of endophoric IBIIBI, INDEINDE,, EOEO and EAEA integrated the
semantics of ILLICILLIC,, ILLUCILLUC,, ILLINCILLINC and ILLACILLAC;; the surviving forms IBIIBI,, INDEINDE and ILLACILLAC had
both exophoric and endophoric meanings.

2.4.2 Temporal deixis

As long as Latin was a spoken language, the classical terms and popular innovations
coexisted, but are documented only occasionally, e.g. in ADAD TUNCTUNC ‘at that time’ or MODOMODO

‘now’. Most terms can only be reconstructed on Romance evidence, as HACHAC HORAHORA ‘now’,,
**ACCUMACCUM ++ MODOMODO ‘now’, *(ININ))TUNCTUNC ((CECE)) ‘then’, ((ACAC//ADAD)) TUNCTUNC ((CECE)) ‘then’, ILLAILLA HORAHORA ‘then’,
((DEDE//ADAD)) MANEMANE ‘tomorrow’, *(, *(HORAHORA)) MANEANAMANEANA ‘tomorrow’may show.

2.4.3 Modal deixis

In Late Latin, SICSIC could take the meaning of TUMTUM and was combined with ITAITA and UTUT in
the pleonasms SICSIC……ITAITA UTUT or ITAITA SICSIC. Since by the same time QUOTQUOT and TOTTOT were
substituted by QUANTIQUANTI ‘how many’ and TANTITANTI ‘so many’, it is plausible to assume that
these forms had disappeared in spoken Latin as well.

3 Romance Languages

This section is dedicated to the Latin-Romance continuity on the one hand, and to the
Romance innovations on the other. For obvious reasons of space it is not possible to
prove the continuity of morphemes by the discussion of details of phonetic change. It
should be sufficient for the actual purpose to establish the persistence or the loss of a
formal type. In this sense, Sp. ayer will be taken as the result of the transmission of
HERIHERI, whereas the introduction of an analogical a- will be neglected. We will concen-
trate on the innovations that occurred in Late Latin or early Romance, which can only
be reconstructed by using evidence from the Romance Languages. Attention will also
be given to some major changes that happened later on.
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3.1 Personal pronouns

The difference between tonic and atonic forms in Latin produced accented, or free, and
clitic forms, e.g. in It. io, me vs. mi, Rom. eu, mie, mine vs. îmi, mi, mă, Sp. yo vs. me,
etc. The category of case is maintained in the clitic forms contrary to its loss in the
noun, with the exception of Romanian, which retained for instance in feminine nouns
the distinction of a nominative-accusative (casă ‘house’) and a genitive-dative
((a unei) case ‘(of/to a) house’). The personal pronoun became obligatory as a gram-
matical subject in French, Romansh, the Ladin of the Dolomites (↗5 Ladin), some
northern Italian dialects (↗4.1 Varieties in Italy 1; ↗4.2 Varieties in Italy 2: Alpine
Varieties), in the Spanish of the Dominican Republic (↗10.2 Spanish Varieties of Latin
America 2: Mexico and Central America), and in some varieties of spoken Portuguese
(↗12 Brazilian Portuguese;↗13 Creoles). The innovative third person, whichmarks the
categories of gender and number, is not intrinsically deictic, but may be used as such
in the case of ostension. There is one set of forms as in Sp. él, ella, ellos, ellas or two in
It. lui, lei, loro and esso, essa, essi, esse. All the Romance Languages are familiar with
the difference between an inclusive use of ‘we’, which includes the addressee, and an
exclusive use, ‘you, plural’, which refers to the addressee or addressees. Catalan
created the forms nosaltres, vosaltres and Spanish nosotros, -as, vosotros, -as com-
posed of nos, vos + altres and nos, vos + otros, -as, which originally had emphatic
meaning by constrasting explicitly the addressee in the first case and the speaker in
the second one to another person or persons in the discourse context. The correspond-
ing Italian forms (noialtri, noialtre; voialtri, voialtre) are optional.

Even if VOSVOS as a honorific form of address goes as far back as Imperial Latin, this
plural in the function of a singular spread in the particular Romance Languages
generally in medieval times, and was conserved in Fr. vous as the only polite form and
besides other honorifics in It. Rom. voi, Cat. vós, Gal. vós. The type Sp. vuestra merced
‘Your Grace’ replaced older vos and coalesced in the form usted; cf. Gal. vostede, Cat.
vostè. In somevarietiesofAmericanSpanish, voswasmaintained in familiar speechand
is used in agreementwith the singular or plural endings of the secondperson in the verb
(↗10.1 Spanish Varieties of Latin America 1: South America;↗10.2 Spanish Varieties of
Latin America 2: Mexico and Central America). Similarly, the Portuguese of Brazil
produced você, which started from vossa mercê (↗12 Brazilian Portuguese). Another
form type stems from the substitution of this (type of) feminine Romance phrase by a
third person pronoun followed by a finite verb form in the third person singular in the
Italian hispanism Ella or Lei ‘you’ (↗3 Italian). These pronouns are substitutes ofVostra
Eccellenza ‘Your Excellency’ or Vostra Signoria ‘Your Lordship’; the plural is Loro.

Romanian has three forms of address, an informal one, tu, and two formal ones
with dumneata as a middle term and Dumneavoastră as a more formal one (↗1 Roma-
nian). A similar three-term distinction is given in the third person where el, ea, ei, ele
are the general forms, dânsul < de + însul, dânsă, dânşii, dânsele for the category
‘animate’, especially persons, and dumnealui (masc. sg.), dumneaei (fem. sg.), dum-
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nealor (masc. and fem. pl.) are used for persons both in their presence or absence. All
the Romanian pronouns are declined with the exception of Dumneavoastră.

3.2 Possessive adjectives and pronouns

We find the following synchronic types in the Romance Languages: 1. One set of forms
is maintained in Italian, Sardinian, Romanian, Romansh, Catalan and Portuguese.
2. The difference between tonic and atonic forms is attested in French, Occitan and
Spanish, but the function of stress is different from Latin in these languages. The
accented forms appear in nominalizations, in predicative function and after the noun.
3. There are two formal types in adjectival use, the one with (Italian, Romanian,
Catalan, Galician, Portuguese) and the other without the definite article (for instance
French, Romansh), which may coexist in the same language like general It. il mio, tuo,
nostro, vostro ‘di + me, te, noi, voi’ in il mio libro ‘my book’ andmio, etc. in mio marito
‘my husband’. The third person possessive is either the result of SUUSSUUS or, if it refers to
more than one person, of ILLORUMILLORUM >> Fr. leur, Cat. llur and is used deictically in special
cases. The Romance ambiguity of the non-distinction of gender and number in It. il
suo libro, Sp. su libro may be resolved by disambiguating structures like It. il di lui
libro, il loro libro, Sp. su libro de él, de ellos, de ellas ‘his book, their book’.

3.3 Demonstrative adjectives and pronouns

The demonstrative pronouns of the actual Romance Languages still reveal traces of
both the two-term and the three-term system in Vulgar Latin usage. The two-term
system was preserved in French (↗6 French), Occitan, Romanian (↗1 Romanian),
Dalmatian, and most dialects of northern Italy (including Friulian and the Ladin of the
Dolomites;↗5Ladin;↗4.1Varieties in Italy 1;↗4.2Varieties in Italy 2:AlpineVarieties)
and central Italy (↗3 Italian), with the exception of the following areas where a three-
term systemwas re-established: Tuscan, Iberian Peninsula, large parts of Sardinia and
southern Italy, other Italian dialects, Corsica, Valtellina, western Liguria and Piemonte
(Bork 1998, 87s.). In §3, I discussed the problem of how the three-term system was
reduced to a two-term system in Vulgar Latin, whichwas to be restored later to a triadic
system (↗21 Typology; ↗23 From Old French and Middle French to Contemporary
French). A strong argument in favour of the restoration is the actual presence of three-
term paradigms in a large southern Romance area. In other cases, the former system
was simplified again as in It. questo – quello (↗3 Italian), Cat. aquest – aquell (↗8 Cata-
lan;↗24 Language Change and Language Contact) and Occ. acest/aquest – aquel.

The typological principle continues to work in Italian and in Brazilian Portuguese
as a secondary differenciation (Jungbluth 2005, 170–180), e.g. in questi qui ‘this one
here’, questo sedile qua ‘that seat there’.
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3.4 The identity pronoun

The Romance Languages continue different forms. IPSEIPSE is a conservation in Old Occ.
eis, eps, Old Fr. es and was abandoned soon (↗23 From Old French and Middle French
to Contemporary French). Innovative METIPSEMETIPSE or METIPSUMMETIPSUM is still attested in Old Occ.
mezeis, meteis, Sp. and Pt., and is vital in modern Catalan. Most languages continue
the superlative *METIPSIMUMMETIPSIMUM which was used as an emphatic form in Fr. même, Old
Occ. medesme, It. medesimo, Gal. Pt. mesmo, Sp. mismo. This contrasts with already
classical ISTUMISTUM IPSUMIPSUM >> It. stesso and **ECCUMECCUM ((or ATQUEATQUE)) ILLUMILLUM SICSIC >> Rom. acelaşi (or
better ECCEECCE--ILLUILLU >> acel(a) + şi). When the identity pronouns meant ‘the same’, they
were combined with anaphoric demonstratives in the medieval stages of the lan-
guages and in modern times with the article. The outcome of an enduring positional
vacillation was the general type attested in It. lo stesso re ‘the same king’. In emphatic
use the languages soon preferred the position of the pronoun *METIPSIMUMMETIPSIMUM after the
noun, cf. Sp. el rey mismo ‘the king himself’, or before the noun in case of propio, cf.
Sp. el propio rey. The emphatic meaning ‘even’ is an extension of the type ‘himself,
etc.’ as in It. lo stesso re, Sp. el mismo rey ‘even the king’. The last phase of this
development is attested in the change from pronoun to adverb in Pt.mesmo a hora de
jantar ‘even the time of dinner’ and may be due to French influence (Romoth 1990,
210–214). Rom. îns(u) (< IPSEIPSE) ‘this’ + reflexive pronoun, among other etymologies, is
specialized for both emphatic functions; its inflectional categories are gender, number
and case, for instance in eu însumi ‘I myself’, zeul însuşi ‘the god himself’. Rom. singur
is more frequently used in spoken language than însuşi (Romoth 1990, 228–252).

It is possible to emphasize personal pronouns as well as spatial, temporal and
modal deixis by means of identity pronouns, e.g. the expressions Fr. moi-même
‘myself’, It. tu stessa ‘you yourself (fem.)’, Rom. el însuşi ‘he himself’, Sp. aquí mismo
‘exactly here’, Pt. hoje mesmo ‘just today’, Sp. asimismo ‘just so, likewise’. In Italian,
the identity pronouns are attested with the meanings ‘himself’, ‘the same’ and ‘even’;
medesimo and stesso are used as synonyms, but medesimo has become less frequent.
Spanish gives preference tomismo over propio, and both may be placed before or after
the noun; the intermediate position is emphatic in the case of the meanings ‘himself’
and ‘even’ (Romoth 1990, 168–195). The use of Pt. mesmo and próprio is similar to the
corresponding Spanish forms with the exception of adverbial mesmo, meaning ‘even’
as in Fr.même (Romoth 1990, 196–218).

3.4.1 Spatial deixis

The Romance Languages distinguish at least a ‘proximal’ place or space that may
coincide with that of the speaker, include it or be near it and a space outside of that of
the speaker which is interpreted as ‘distal’. Another structure consists in a parallelism
between the three spaces of the personal pronouns and local deixis.
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Both structures may coexist in languages like Spanish and Portuguese, where the
two-term system can also be found.

Romance evidence shows that a few simple Latin forms survived, other ones were
reinforced by means of ECCEECCE or ECCUMECCUM,, but *ACCEACCE or *ACCUMACCUM are also offered as an
explanation as well as later adaptations, which will be mentioned in each nomination
of an etymon. There are two terms in the following cases: Fr. ici < ECCEECCE HICHIC, là < ILLACILLAC;;
Cat. aquí < ECCUMECCUM HICHIC, allá à < ILLACILLAC; Pt. cá < ((ECEC))CUCU((MM)) HACHAC, lá < ADAD ILLACILLAC; Sp. acá < ECCUMECCUM

HACHAC, allá < ILLACILLAC. Italian has two terms for each space, that is to say qui < *((ECEC))CUCU((MM))
HICHIC and qua < ((ECEC))CUCU((MM)) HACHAC, lì < ILLICILLIC, là < ILLACILLAC, which are normally synonyms, but
may be opposed as point vs. area or as a more limited space to a larger space (Vanelli/
Renzi 1995, 271–274).

This constellation has a three-term counterpart in Pt. aqui, aí, ali, and Sp. aquí,
ahí, allí, which are the results of ECCUMECCUM HICHIC,, HICHIC and ILLICILLIC..

Romanian may serve as example of an innovating language. It recreates the terms
of the permanence in a place with aici ‘here’ < *ADAD HICCEHICCE or ECCUECCU’-’-HICHIC and acolo ‘there’
< *ECCUMECCUM ILLOCILLOC like the other Romance Languages, but also the semantic distinction
+motion by means of încoace < ININ-(-(EE))CCUMCCUM--HOCHOC ‘hither’ and încolo < ININ--ECCUMECCUM--ILLOCILLOC

‘thither’, without considering paradigmatic expressions for ‘on this side’ and ‘on that
side’ it has semantically in common with Portuguese and Spanish. I can only allude
incidentally to the Romansh and Franco-Provençal dialects, which create quite com-
plex systems of spatial deixis due to the very special orientation in mountainous
regions (↗4.2 Varieties in Italy 2: Alpine Varieties).

Usually the rich spatial deictic system of Latin was recreated in Romance by
syntagmatic means. I only quote the equivalents which are parallel to the paradig-
matic forms in Latin and answer the following questions:

where? whither? whence? which way?
Fr. où où, vers où d’où par où
Rum. unde unde de unde pe unde
It. dove dove, verso dove di dove, da dove per dove
Pt. onde aonde de onde, donde por onde
Sp. dónde adónde de dónde por dónde

Fr. ici ici, vers ici d’ici par ici
là là de là par là

It. qui qui, verso qui di qui, da qui per di qui
qua qua, verso qua di qua, da qua per di qua
lì lì, verso lì di lì, da lì per di lì
là là, verso là di là per di là

Rom. aici încoace de aici pe aici
acolo încolo de acolo pe acolo

Pt. aqui aqui, para aqui daqui por aqui
aí aí daí por aí
ali ali, para ali dali por ali
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cá cá, para cá de cá por cá
lá lá, para lá de lá por lá

Sp. aquí aquí, hacia aquí de aquí por aquí
ahí hacia ahí de ahí por ahí
allí allí de allí por allí
acá para acá de acá por acá
allá para allá de allá por allá

Current grammars and dictionaries show that the treatment of this domain is inade-
quate, if it is treated at all (cf. Vanelli/Renzi 1995, 274–277). In Italian, I abstained from
quoting literary and obsolete forms. Generally speaking, it is relevant to find out that
there are many more syntagmatic combinations of this type as well as syntagmatic
determinations following the type preposition + demonstrative + noun, cf. Sp. en este
lugar ‘in this place’.

It is striking that all the Romance Languages express -motion (as opposed to
+motion) or being in a place by means of a paradigmatic form which is also used for
the local origin. The other motions require prepositions (cf. §2.4.1).

3.4.2 Temporal deixis

Thebasic distinction is the inclusion of the timeof utterance in the immediate situation,
when a speaker says ‘now’, compared to the past or the future, but very few Latin forms
are conserved. The correlative relationships (cf. §1.4.2) were lost everywhere and the
reference to themoment of the utterance, ‘now’, and themoment before or after, ‘then’,
was innovated on the basis of heterogeneous elements. If there is a common denomi-
nator, that implies the lexemesoccasionallymeaning ‘time’and ‘hour’:

Old Fr. or < HAHA((CC)) HORAHORA,, substituted by maintenant, Fr. alors < ADAD ILLAMILLAM HORAMHORAM,, It. ora < HORAHORA and
its synonym adesso < ADAD IPSUMIPSUM,, scil. TEMPUSTEMPUS, allora < ADAD ILLAMILLAM HORAMHORAM,, Rom. acum(a) < *ACCUMACCUM

MODOMODO,, atunci/atuncea < ACAC//ADAD TUNCTUNC ((CECE),),
Cat. ara < ADAD HORAMHORAM//HACHAC HORAHORA,, aleshores,
Pt. agora < HACHAC HORAHORA, então < *INTUNCINTUNC,,
Sp. ahora < HACHAC HORAHORA,, entonces < **INTUNCEINTUNCE..

The temporal deictic used for the moment before or after the moment of utterance is
applied as endophoric to the discourse context.

The adverb for the day in which the utterance occurs continues HODIEHODIE,, with the
exception of Rom. astăzi < astă + zi < ISTAISTA DIEDIE,, in Fr. (aujourd’)hui, It. oggi, Cat. avui,
Pt. hoje, Sp. hoy; HERIHERI is maintained in Fr. hier, It. ieri, Rom. ieri, Cat. ahir, Sp. ayer, and
recreated in Pt. ontem < ADAD NOCTENOCTE((MM);); CRASCRAS was substituted by MANEMANE ‘in the morning’ in
Rom. mâine, or prepositional phrases in It. domani, Cat. demà < DEDE MANEMANE or Pt.
amanhã, Sp. mañana < *((HORAHORA)) MANEANAMANEANA,, and implies a semantic change. The days
before yesterday or after tomorrow are expressed by innovations in the particular
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languages, e.g. in Fr. avant-hier, It. l’altro ieri/ier(i) l’altro ‘the day before yesterday’
and après-demain, dopodomani/doman(i) l’altro ‘the day after tomorrow’. When the
perspective is shifted from ‘today’ to another day in a discourse context, each
language has a different solution, cf. Fr. ce-jour-là, le lendemain, It. quel giorno, la
vigilia/il giorno prima, il giorno dopo.

3.4.3 Modal deixis

The basic terms are derived from SICSIC. Sometimes the forms are explained as analogical
forms, e.g. in Pt. assim, Gal. Sp. así or as reinforced by other elements in Cat. així
< **ACAC’’SICSIC or ECCUMECCUM--SICSIC,, Rom. aşa < AA ++ SICSIC or ECCUMECCUM--SICSIC ++ -a, It. così < (ECEC))CUMCUM SICSIC.. TALISTALIS

is well conserved in Fr. tel, It. Log. tale, Rom. atare < ECCUECCU((MM)-)-TALISTALIS, Occ. Cat. Gal. Pt.
Sp. tal, so is TANTUSTANTUS in It. Gal. Pt. Sp. tanto, Log. tantu, Rom. atât < ECCUMECCUM--TANTUMTANTUM, Fr.
Occ. Cat. tant, and TAMTAM or TANTUTANTU in Cat. Gal. Sp. tan, Pt. tão.

In Romanian astfel < ăst (ăsta < **ISTUSISTUS) + fel < Hungarian féle and asemenea
< ASSIMILISASSIMILIS are more common than atare. These complex expressions show that the
adverbs which have the immediate ‘so’ as a reference are generally adverbial phrases.
It is an exception to find Pt. outrossim as an equivalent for ‘likewise’ or Fr. autrement
and It. altrimenti for ‘otherwise’; usually the phrases are formed by means of nouns
meaning ‘sort, kind, way’, that is to say by Fr. manière, façon, It. modo, Rom. fel, Pt.
modo, maneira, Sp.modo, manera, e.g. Fr. de la même façon, It. allo stesso modo, Rom.
la fel (besides tot aşa), Pt. da mesma maneira, Sp. del mismo modo, and Rom. altfel
< alt < ALTALT((EE))RUMRUM + fel, Pt. de modo diferente, de outra forma, Sp. de otro modo, de otra
manera. Here the typological principle applies that relational functions are expressed
by syntagmatic expressions.
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